
PRESS KIT

A WEB3 STREETWEAR BRAND INSPIRED BY
ANIME AND JAPANESE HIGH FASHION





We are a streetwear brand inspired by anime and 
high fashion Japanese districts owned by an NFT 

community.

Real value is best felt through tangible, measurable, 
legitimate liquid gains. Web3 is best felt through 
shared ownership, transparency, privacy and the     

realization of those gains for days.

Most brands dive deeper into web3, and that’s ok. 
We’re going deeper IRL, but we’ll be deeply       

leveraging  web3 to do it.

Innovation is leveraging existing technology to do 
something that can make waves at a cultural level,  

and creating a movement.

NFT ownership is web3 culture. Streetwear fashion 
is real culture.

WE ARE IKUSA



We aren’t the same
 We are something different,
 We are better, bolder, braver,
 We are the changing tides,
 We are the eastern winds,
They wouldn’t let us in,
 So we'll break down the walls
 We will make our voices heard
 We won’t give up
 If you knock us down,
 We will get back up,
 Again and again.
This is Ikusa
 Everyone deserves a second chance;
An opportunity to succeed IRL
 Unifying the ideals of web3 technology   
A chance to get it right,
To build something great together.
So, will you join our fight?

Our Manifesto
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this is ikusa
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There is only one way to survive the pending NFT 
bubble, it starts with creating value, and ends with 
bridging the physical world and web3. We are here to 
create awareness not only to our brand, but web3 at 
large and what’s possible for those that choose to step 
into the tunnel. We are a family, a force, the        
contingency plan no one asked for.

Our message is simple and clear, spread the word, there 
is a tunnel built which takes you from web2 to web3 and 
it’ll be done in style, fashion will be our medium.



Our Vision
Build a real brand using the infrastructure

of web3 coupled with the nuance of a
traditional business model to deliver the 
overarching success back to the community.

Our Mission
Creating a unique community owned decentralized

brand which embodies the ideals of web3.

Ikusa is open and welcoming to everyone. We provide
a second chance to jump into a stylish innovative

project for those who may have missed out.

We know change doesn’t come with words but actions
and we plan on being the catalyst for that change.

Our Values
We believe in second chances

Inclusive for everyone 
Collaborative effort

Never Give up
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This entire experiment relies on one vision - to 
become a global streetwear brand IRL, built on the 

ideals of web3, where ownership is shared, impact is 
measurable, and our fashion is thought provoking.

OUR MIND MAP
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MIND MAP
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VISION AND VALUES1.
We were there at the dawn of the dot-com bubble, where although a number 
of new entrepreneurs had realistic plans and administrative ability, 
most of them lacked these characteristics but were able to sell their 
ideas to investors due to the novelty of the dot-com concept. WEB3 is a 
beautiful ideology, and its core derives from the ideals of ownership, 
security and decentralization, but at the moment the industry is facing 
similar conditions that led to the original WEB2 bubble. 

The sites that survived and eventually prospered after the bubble burst 
had two things in common: a sound business plan, and a niche in the    
marketplace that was, if not unique, particularly well-defined and 
well-served.

IKUSA is born from the ashes of failed WEB3 experiments before it, with 
a focus on two things: a sound business plan, and a niche in the          
marketplace that was, if not unique, particularly well-defined and 
well-served.

Our medium is Japanese anime inspired Streetwear, offered in limited 
quantities, at limited times, to an unlimited audience with holders 
sharing our success.

VALUES
Smilies: The truth is known by a few, accessible by all, but difficult 
to find. Our Smilies know the truth, and their mission is to share it 
with those who seek it. Once it reveals itself, our Smilies say !kanpai. 
For us it all begins with you, and just you. We were burnt by the game 
theory phase, and we told ourselves never again. We all want to benefit 
from our contributions to the growth of the brands we’re a part of, so 
let us be the beginning of this revolution. We’ll always value you as 
the most important part of our community, all of you, !kanpai. 

Innovation isn’t invention, it’s re-invention: We took what worked in 
WEB2 and combined it with the advancements of WEB3. We leveraged trends 
to get your attention, but we leveraged strategy to set up a sustainable 
business. This isn’t another PFP project, it's a carefully constructed 
business model, derived from decades of success and years of WEB3     
philosophy. 

Try something new: to go somewhere you haven’t been before, you must 
first do something you’ve never done before. We’ve seen the success of 
cult driven niche fashion brands worldwide, the main difference between 
them and us - we are built on web3, this means you own it, it’s          
decentralized and the success is shared by the community. 



MIND MAP
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COMMUNITY2.
We are not your average hyped NFT brand, we are a streetwear brand 
inspired by anime and high fashion Japanese districts owned by an NFT 
community. 

20 empowered mods
We have carefully hand picked our mod team to lead our mission to transi-
tion the group mindset from being NFT focussed to global streetwear 
brand focussed. Our community members are fans first, but passively 
become our marketers - word of mouth has always been the best form of 
marketing. When the brand increases its IRL penetration, the community 
benefits.

Wellbeing
We understand how important mental health is for everyone. Recent times 
have shown to be more challenging and we want to provide a space where 
the community can reach out and find solace with a mental health officer 
that has great knowledge and experience in similar dealings. Just some 
of the great ideas being brought forward include a Sunday free night for 
the community, mental health support tickets, and various articles and 
resources.

A global conversation starts with a web3 conversion 
Our idea is simple, it all begins with a transaction. For us that     
transaction is a web3 wallet transacting to make a purchase. Ikusa will 
always only take payments via a web3 wallet, ultimately this is the way 
we envisage opening the tunnel from web2 to web3. Ikusa will be available 
online, in online marketplaces that accept MM, and to anyone who wants 
to find it. The fashion is a conversation starter, bringing more people 
into web3 and its beautiful ideologies.

Community Spaces
Our goal for our spaces is simple: engage with those outside of the web3 
community, draw interest in how scalable web3 can become if applied to 
solid business principles and finally speak about how Ikusa is making 
this all happen. Our spaces will invite people from both sides of the 
equation, with the aim of being a cauldron of information whether you 
are a novice in the space or a downright Ikusa holder. This will be a 
great forum to meet and greet potential collaboration partners in the 
future, and to get our message across on a macro level.



MIND MAP
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PHYSICAL WORLD3.
Streetwear 
Process means so much to us. Transparency in this process means even
more. We will never stop sharing, and we will never stop building. Watch
this space, grow with us, learn with us, and step into the tunnel with 
us.

IRL Fashion Shows
Tunnel runways   connecting IRL with the ideals of WEB3, with guests from 
around the world, prospective brands, customers and collaborators. 
[CLASSIFIED]

Clothing Stores
To be accessible in the biggest cities, in the hottest spots, where the 
conversations are so thick and innovation breeds cultural movements. 
Another avenue to bring more people into WEB3. Stores that take payment 
using MM, and so the conversation begins. [CLASSIFIED]

Events
Sponsorship of major streetwear fashion shows around the world to 
increase our presence IRL. 

Collaborative Offerings
Our brand has been developed in a way that can be adopted for almost any 
product. From an energy drink to airpods - Ikusa acts as a value adding 
aesthetic extension to any existing product.

THE TUNNEL4.
There are so many ways to encourage more participation in web3. Our idea 
is simple, only promise our web3 NFT holders the best of web3 - the 
decentralization, the transparency, the privacy, the shared ownership - 
but at the same time, we promise our customers everything they love - a 
high quality product, with a big following and macro level demand. Our 
drip is designed to stand out, beg the question, 'tell me more'. The 
thoughts it provokes will lead to a major transition from businesses 
being owned by individuals, to businesses owned and run by communities 
- where everyone holding is ready to market, advertise and spread the 
word about the very brand they own. 

The tunnel signifies the pathway from WEB2 to WEB3. It is the journey 
most of us have already taken and benefited from, and now with the meth-
odology we are using to make it sustainable and scalable, we encourage 
other NFT brands to follow in our footsteps and accelerate the move from 
WEB2 to WEB3 for new participants.
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Kami-nø-hä
<<Lead Artist>>

TEAM IKUSA

@SageMeister

@Yokai3D @KiraKiraikusa

@kami_blade @ChromeCat3

@KyokuOngaku

チ
ー
ム

Kami-no-ha is the chief imaginative 
artist for the visual development 

division. Hand drawing the conceptu-
alization of the NFT collection 

artwork and design incorporating the 
branding and fashion elements.

Sage Meister
<<Head of Branding Division>>

Sage Meister is the lead ingenious 
graphic designer & illustrator who 
created the visual identity design
and art direction for the ikusa
brand and all its extensions.

Chrome Cat
<<Head of Fashion Design Division>>

ChromeCat is the principal stylish 
fashion designer of the Ikusa team. 

Working to translate concepts into 2D 
and 3D elements. Pushing the envelope 
further on bridging the gap between 

digital & tangible fashion.

Nakamoto
<<Giga Dev>>

Nakamoto is the giga dev who construes the 
overall concept and assembles the project. A 

genius mind who has many years of experience in 
successful business mentorship in the fashion 
industry. A big advocate for having faith in 
the process and faith in the team leading to 

big outcomes

Yokai
<<Head of Motion Graphics Division>>

Yokai is the senior 3D animation 
administrator of the Ikusa team. The 
team work with 3D frame by frame 

animation and motion graphics to bring 
action and movement to life. There’s no 

storyboard they can’t do.

Kirakira
<<Head of PR / MarCom Division>>

Kira Kira is the indominable creative 
marketing manager of the Ikusa team, 

adept at crafting Ikusa's social media 
presence, overall brand marketing, 

project management and overseeing the 
team's work.

Ongaku
<<Head of Fashion Supply Division>>

Ongaku is the head of fashion supply for team 
Ikusa. His vast experience in the fashion 
industry working with the likes of Calvin 

Klein, Tommy Hilfiger and Michael Kors makes 
him an invaluable asset in achieving the 
projects vision. A passionate individual 

thriving on bringing a positive and sustainable 
impact to the fashion world in web2 and web3



Built from scratch
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The branding of Ikusa is inspired by Japanese design 
culture. A carefully selected combination of 90s anime, 
contemporary typography and semiotics brings to light 
the clear strength of the marque. Adaptability and 
brand flexibility is key to Ikusa, the merger of art, 
design and fashion allows this proposition to be a    
reality.

Having a strong presence for a community to embrace is 
important. A brand built by research and substance is 
the change we all need to be successful in web3.

FOCUSED ON FLEXIBILITY
As a brand that will be appearing on both the digital 
space and irl, we had to design a logo and identity 
that can fit, flex and form onto any surface whilst 
retaining the core essence of what it means to be 
apart of Ikusa

PRISM
Showcasing the pillars of what Ikusa 

stands for, value and stability

ELEMENTS    
Connecting pillars depicting the 

association between web3 and irl utility 
and functionality

BRIDGE
Abstract bridge silhouette to bring the 
literal meaning of Ikusa through visual 

semiotics

TYPOGRAPHY
Inspired by soft touches of Japanese 

script, bringing together different 
languages of the world.

ブ
ラ
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ikusa inspiration
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“The inspiration for Ikusa was predominately from my 
love of Anime. The passion within the team made my 
dream for the direction of the project seamless and 
easy for the pen to do the talking. It’s never easy 
starting with a blank canvas, but after many days of 
sleepless nights and research, I finally fell in love 
with a concept. A concept the team brought to life by 
building a strong brand. 

Once the concept was in place, the ideas started to 
flow like the Nile. Roughs were finalised, and the fine 
tuning of line weight, cast shadows and inking was like 
bread and butter. I felt a flow and didn’t stop until 
I finished my vision. 

The hype up from the team every moment an artwork was 
dropped was by far the most gratifying experience of 
the project. It’s been an opportunity which I never 
thought I’d have and I can’t wait to share it with the 
rest of the world!” 
     - Kami-nø-hä 2022
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Studying the texture and pattern of corduroy and      
understanding how I can translate that into my style by   
figuring out what the light and shadow does when it   
touches the material.

Very similar principle when it comes to the lighting 
and texture, however this is a tricky area when it 
comes to any outfit. Getting a good understanding of 
the material's weight and thickness to figure out where 
and how it folds usually to make things more accurate. 
I would find a reference and then draw according to 
that reference, in the process I try to do it in      
different passes. The first pass is where I go in and 
do a rough placement and the next bunch of passes     
revolve around me refining the wrinkles and texture.

Creating various versions of the same hair attribute to 
match with every single outfit and every single head-
wear. Hair attributes that touch outfits are usually 
customised as well to make sure it blends in perfectly. 
The goal is to make sure that every single headwear   
attribute wraps around every single hair attribute, and 
every single item of clothing has hair laying perfectly 
on it.
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HOW ITS MADE
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DRIP DROP
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Our streetwear designer’s love for 90s urban retro Jap-
anese street fashion can be clearly perceived in the 
upcoming drop. We iterate bridging the gap many times 
in Ikusa and there’s no better way of doing this than 
bringing the NFTs to life. The retro colour palette is 
timeless and unified with the brand itself, ensuring 
whether it be today or years from now, the drip will 
last. 

“My process always starts with a concept I visualize 
and then translating that with the team to work towards 
an output which leaves everyone speechless”

      – Chrome Cat 2022
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Collaborate with us, only 
if you vibe with us. 

!kanpai

@IkusaNFT


